
Nasalization 5.002 The stylistic alternates feature has been updated so you can access it in 
more applications such as InDesign under Stylistic Set #1. The OpenType 
fractions feature now supports long numerators and denominators such as 
13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L 
with dot and E with breve have been removed. Primes, also known as foot and 
inch marks have been added at Unicode 2032 and 2033.

2021-05-12

Pirulen 3.004 The stylistic alternates feature has been updated so you can access it in 
more applications such as InDesign under Stylistic Set #1. Outlines have been 
refined; there were errors in some curves which may have caused minor 
graphic problems in some applications. (not many). Deprecated and obsolete 
characters such as L with dot and E with breve have been removed. added alt 
A accents, Primes, also known as foot and inch marks have been added at 
Unicode 2032 and 2033.

2021-05-12

Report 2.102 The stylistic alternates feature has been updated so you can access it in 
more applications such as InDesign under Stylistic Set #1. Improved the 
design of S and s. Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and 
E with breve have been removed. Outlines have been refined; there were 
errors in some curves which may have caused minor graphic problems in 
some applications. The OpenType fractions feature now supports long 
numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Primes, 
also known as foot and inch marks have been added at Unicode 2032 and 
2033.

2021-05-12

Report School 2.202 The stylistic alternates feature has been updated so you can access it in 
more applications such as InDesign under Stylistic Set #1. Improved design of 
S and s. Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with 
breve have been removed. Added nut fractions and an alternative ß (Eszett). 
The OpenType fractions feature now supports long numerators and 
denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer.

2021-05-12

Soap 2.401 The stylistic alternates feature has been updated so you can access it in 
more applications such as InDesign under Stylistic Set #1. Deprecated and 
obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have been removed.

2021-05-12

Ampacity 1.002 The stylistic alternates feature has been updated so you can access it in 
more applications such as InDesign under Stylistic Set #1. Deprecated and 
obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have been removed. 
The OpenType fractions feature now supports long numerators and 
denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer.

2021-05-12

Hedgerow 1.102 The stylistic alternates feature has been updated so you can access it in 
more applications such as InDesign under Stylistic Set #1. Deprecated and 
obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have been removed. 
Outlines have been refined; there were errors in some curves which may have 
caused minor graphic problems in some applications.. lots of cleanup. point 
count reduced, vertical metrics adjusted. Slight adjustment to highest and 
lowest but no scaling. An inconsistency between the width of the space 
character and the non-breaking space character has been repaired. The 
OpenType fractions feature now supports long numerators and denominators 
such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer.

2021-05-12

You're Gone 5.002 The stylistic alternates feature has been updated so you can access it in 
more applications such as InDesign under Stylistic Set #1. An inconsistency 
between the width of the space character and the non-breaking space 
character has been repaired. The OpenType fractions feature now supports 
long numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. 
Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed.

2021-05-12

Strange 
Alphabets

1.002 The stylistic alternates feature has been updated so you can access it in 
more applications such as InDesign under Stylistic Set #1. The OpenType 
fractions feature now supports long numerators and denominators such as 
13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L 
with dot and E with breve have been removed.

2021-05-12



Primer 5.003 The stylistic alternates feature has been updated so you can access it in 
more applications such as InDesign under Stylistic Set #1. The OpenType 
fractions feature now supports long numerators and denominators such as 
13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L 
with dot and E with breve have been removed. Primes, also known as foot and 
inch marks have been added at Unicode 2032 and 2033.

2021-05-12

Doradani 3.000 The stylistic alternates feature has been updated so you can access it in 
more applications such as InDesign under Stylistic Set #1. Deprecated and 
obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have been removed. 
Outlines have been refined; there were errors in some curves which may have 
caused minor graphic problems in some applications.. lots of cleanup. point 
count reduced. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-
browser compatibility—no scaling was required so you should see no 
difference in Adobe applications. An inconsistency between the width of the 
space character and the non-breaking space character has been repaired.  
The OpenType fractions feature now supports long numerators and 
denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer.

2021-05-12

Fenwick 4.100 The stylistic alternates feature has been updated so you can access it in 
more applications such as InDesign under Stylistic Set #1. ss02 for flipped 
alternate A, Outlines have been refined; there were errors in some curves 
which may have caused minor graphic problems in some applications. 
(mostly Olden), The OpenType fractions feature now supports long 
numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. 
Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. removed unnecessary glyphs for Olden style, add primes (not 
for outline and olden), better guillemots

2021-05-12

Meloriac 2.001 The stylistic alternates feature has been updated so you can access it in 
more applications such as InDesign under Stylistic Set #1. The OpenType 
fractions feature now supports long numerators and denominators such as 
13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L 
with dot and E with breve have been removed. replaced Epsilon, fixed 
overlaps on katakana

2021-05-12

Pricedown 5.101 The stylistic alternates feature has been updated so you can access it in 
more applications such as InDesign under Stylistic Set #1. The OpenType 
fractions feature now supports long numerators and denominators such as 
13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L 
with dot and E with breve have been removed.

2021-05-12

Sweater School 1.300 The stylistic alternates feature has been updated so you can access it in 
more applications such as InDesign under Stylistic Set #1. The OpenType 
fractions feature now supports long numerators and denominators such as 
13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Nut fractions (vertical stack) removed from 
Opentype fractions feature to prevent a mix of both styles...they can still be 
selected from a glyph tabel ro character map. Deprecated and obsolete 
characters such as L with dot and E with breve have been removed. Primes, 
also known as foot and inch marks have been added at Unicode 2032 and 
2033. Outlines have been refined; there were errors in some curves which 
may have caused minor graphic problems in some applications. An 
inconsistency between the width of the space character and the non-
breaking space character has been repaired.

2021-05-12

Rimouski 3.000 The stylistic alternates feature has been updated so you can access it in 
more applications such as InDesign under Stylistic Set #1. Stylistic Set # 2 to 
access original reversed left quotes. Left quotes are now slanted in the 
correct direction, The OpenType fractions feature now supports long 
numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Outlines 
have been refined; there were errors in some curves which may have caused 
minor graphic problems in some applications. Deprecated and obsolete 
characters such as L with dot and E with breve have been removed. Some 
precomposed fractions were removed since the new OpenType fractikons 
feature covers it.

2021-05-12



Tank 3.101 The stylistic alternates feature has been updated so you can access it in 
more applications such as InDesign under Stylistic Set #1. Deprecated and 
obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have been removed. 
Outlines have been refined; there were errors in some curves which may have 
caused minor graphic problems in some applications.

2021-05-12

Libel Suit 7.100 The stylistic alternates feature has been updated so you can access it in 
more applications such as InDesign under Stylistic Set #1. Deprecated and 
obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have been removed. 
The OpenType fractions feature now supports long numerators and 
denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Outlines have been 
refined; there were errors in some curves which may have caused minor 
graphic problems in some applications. Fixed offset for italic combining 
(overlay) accents.

2021-05-12

Numbers with 
Rings

1.100 OpenType stylistic alternates sets 1-3 are now supported. Manual has been 
updated to reflect changes. https://typodermicfonts.com/wp-
content/uploads/2021/05/numbers-with-rings-manual-2021.pdf

2021-05-12

Affluent 3.000 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The OpenType fractions feature now supports long 
numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Outlines 
have been refined; there were errors in some curves which may have caused 
minor graphic problems in some applications. Shrunk and raised registered 
symbol. Lowered inverted question and exclamation marks. Fixed Panose 
weights for better style sorting in some application menus.

2021-05-12

Mufferaw 3.102 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Outlines have been refined; there were errors in some curves 
which may have caused minor graphic problems in some applications. Fixed 
Panose (font ID) data. The ellipsis character (…) was far too wide and has 
been changed to a more reasonable width.

2021-05-25

Buxotic 2.100 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Outlines have been refined; there were errors in some curves 
which may have caused minor graphic problems in some applications. 
Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as painter's 
quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some languages. 
They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the old, 
reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. Vertical metrics have been adjusted 
to improve cross-browser compatibility—the characters have increased in 
size very slightly which may affect appearance in older projects.

2021-05-25

Ceroxa 2.100 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Outlines have been refined; there were errors in some curves 
which may have caused minor graphic problems in some applications. 
Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—no scaling was required so you should see no difference in 
Adobe applications.

2021-05-25

Divulge 1.200 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. An inconsistency between the width of the space character 
and the non-breaking space character has been repaired. width, improved OT 
coding, Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—no scaling was required so you should see no difference in 
Adobe applications.

2021-05-25

Silicone 2.000 An inconsistency between the width of the space character and the non-
breaking space character has been repaired. width, Deprecated and obsolete 
characters such as L with dot and E with breve have been removed. The 
OpenType fractions feature now supports long numerators and denominators 
such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. The ellipsis character (…) was far too 
wide and has been changed to a more reasonable width. Outlines have been 
refined; there were errors in some curves which may have caused minor 
graphic problems in some applications. Reversed left quotation marks are 
often referred to as painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause 
havoc in some languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can 
still access the old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F.

2021-05-25

https://typodermicfonts.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/numbers-with-rings-manual-2021.pdf
https://typodermicfonts.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/numbers-with-rings-manual-2021.pdf
https://typodermicfonts.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/numbers-with-rings-manual-2021.pdf
https://typodermicfonts.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/numbers-with-rings-manual-2021.pdf


Clockpunk 1.100 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The OpenType fractions feature now supports long 
numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. The 
ellipsis character (…) was far too wide and has been changed to a more 
reasonable width.

2021-05-25

Catwing 1.002 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The OpenType fractions feature now supports long 
numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. 
Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as painter's 
quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some languages. 
They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the old, 
reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. (originals in proper unicode 
locations), Outlines have been refined (mostly in the regular style); there 
were errors in some curves which may have caused minor graphic problems 
in some applications. Removed fi and fl in regular style. fixed non breaking 
space width.

2021-05-25

Byington 3.100 An inconsistency between the width of the space character and the non-
breaking space character has been repaired. thinner fraction slash, improve 
fractions, Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with 
breve have been removed. Primes, also known as foot and inch marks have 
been added at Unicode 2032 and 2033. fixed panose, Vertical metrics have 
been adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—no scaling was 
required so you should see no difference in Adobe applications.

2021-05-25

Meposa 2.100 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. removed unnecessary math characters, Vertical metrics have 
been adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—no scaling was 
required so you should see no difference in Adobe applications. Primes, also 
known as foot and inch marks have been added at Unicode 2032 and 2033. 
narrowed ellpisis

2021-05-25

Hachimitsu 1.200 Primes, also known as foot and inch marks have been added at Unicode 2032 
and 2033. Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with 
breve have been removed. Reversed left quotation marks are often referred 
to as painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some 
languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the 
old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. (originals in proper unicode 
locations). The ellipsis character (…) was far too wide and has been changed 
to a more reasonable width. The OpenType fractions feature now supports 
long numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. 
fixed panose, Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—the characters have increased in size by 3% which may affect 
appearance in older projects. superscript registered symbol, Outlines have 
been refined; there were errors in some curves which may have caused 
minor graphic problems in some applications.

2021-05-25

Gurkner 1.100 An inconsistency between the width of the space character and the non-
breaking space character has been repaired., Deprecated and obsolete 
characters such as L with dot and E with breve have been removed. Outlines 
have been refined; there were errors in some curves which may have caused 
minor graphic problems in some applications.

2021-05-25

Usurp 1.100 An inconsistency between the width of the space character and the non-
breaking space character has been repaired. Deprecated and obsolete 
characters such as L with dot and E with breve have been removed. Fixed 
Panose (font ID) data.

2021-05-25



Wubble 2.001 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. salt to ss00, Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve 
cross-browser compatibility—the characters have increased in size by 6% 
which may affect appearance in older projects. Move alternate a character 
from the "not-equal" location to Unicode Private Use Area. Added alternate "a" 
accents. Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as painter's 
quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some languages. 
They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the old, 
reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F.

2021-05-25

Tandelle 3.100 Slash have been atted to eth (ð), Deprecated and obsolete characters such 
as L with dot and E with breve have been removed.Reversed left quotation 
marks are often referred to as painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they 
can cause havoc in some languages. They've been replaced with proper 
quotes. You can still access the old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. 
narrower ellipsis, replaced currency and florin with proper glyphs. Moved "r" 
and "y" to the Unicode Private Use Area and added them to OpenType Stylistic 
Alternates and Stylistic set #1. Added alternative accented r and y. An 
inconsistency between the width of the space character and the non-
breaking space character has been repaired. problem with bold. fi and fl 
ligatures move to discretionary ligatures. Outlines have been refined; there 
were errors in some curves which may have caused minor graphic problems 
in some applications (mainly bold italic). Primes, also known as foot and inch 
marks have been added at Unicode 2032 and 2033.

2021-05-25

Injekuta 2.001 Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as painter's 
quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some languages. 
They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the old, 
reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F.. An inconsistency between the 
width of the space character and the non-breaking space character has been 
repaired. Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with 
breve have been removed. Katakana characters have been removed. narrow 
ellipsis, Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—the characters have increased in size by 10% which may affect 
appearance in older projects. improved ogoneks. Improved design of the 
barred H character.

2021-05-25

Laserjerks 2.100 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Primes, also known as foot and inch marks have been added 
at Unicode 2032 and 2033. Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to 
as painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some 
languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the 
old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. Added a crossbar to the ð, 
Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—no scaling was required so you should see no difference in 
Adobe applications.

2021-05-25

Bouffant 1.104 added nbspace, Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E 
with breve have been removed. fixed Panose font ID settings. Vertical metrics 
have been adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—no scaling was 
required so you should see no difference in Adobe applications. Added single 
guillemots.

2021-05-25

Whiterock 2.106 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The OpenType fractions feature now supports long 
numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Outlines 
have been refined; there were errors in some curves which may have caused 
minor graphic problems in some applications.

2021-05-25



Transmute 1.203 Katakana characters have been removed. An inconsistency between the 
width of the space character and the non-breaking space character has been 
repaired. width, Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E 
with breve have been removed. Reversed left quotation marks are often 
referred to as painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc 
in some languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still 
access the old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. Primes, also known 
as foot and inch marks have been added at Unicode 2032 and 2033. Outlines 
have been refined in the Bold style; there were errors in some curves which 
may have caused minor graphic problems in some applications.

2021-05-25

Kadonk 2.103 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—the characters have increased in size by 6% which may affect 
appearance in older projects.

2021-05-25

Maychurch 3.007 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—the characters have increased in size very slightly which may 
affect appearance in older projects. Outlines have been refined; there were 
errors in some curves which may have caused minor graphic problems in 
some applications.

2021-05-25

Gaz 2.008 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. refined outlines, Primes, also known as foot and inch marks 
have been added at Unicode 2032 and 2033. The OpenType fractions feature 
now supports long numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or 
even longer. Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as painter's 
quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some languages. 
They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the old, 
reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F.

2021-05-25

Paltime 2.109 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. adjusted vertical metrics slightly (no scaling)

2021-05-25

Debusen 2.004 An inconsistency between the width of the space character and the non-
breaking space character has been repaired. Primes, also known as foot and 
inch marks have been added at Unicode 2032 and 2033. Deprecated and 
obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have been removed. 
Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—the characters have increased in size by 2% which may affect 
appearance in older projects. The OpenType fractions feature now supports 
long numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer.

2021-05-25

Honfleur 1.105 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Primes, also known as foot and inch marks have been added 
at Unicode 2032 and 2033. Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to 
as painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some 
languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the 
old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. Vertical metrics have been 
adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—no scaling was required so 
you should see no difference in Adobe applications.

2021-05-25

Polyflec 2.003 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as 
painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some 
languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the 
old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. An inconsistency between the 
width of the space character and the non-breaking space character has been 
repaired. Ogonek accent has been redesigned. Primes, also known as foot 
and inch marks have been added at Unicode 2032 and 2033. Fixed Panose 
(font ID) settings.

2021-05-25



Telidon Ink 4.007 An inconsistency between the width of the space character and the non-
breaking space character has been repaired.. Deprecated and obsolete 
characters such as L with dot and E with breve have been removed. fixed 
painters quotes, polygonal style reverted back to smooth vector style of 2004 
version. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—no scaling was required so you should see no difference in 
Adobe applications.

2021-06-04

256 Bytes 4.105 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The ellipsis character (…) was far too wide and has been 
changed to a more reasonable width. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to 
improve cross-browser compatibility—no scaling was required so you should 
see no difference in Adobe applications. The OpenType fractions feature now 
supports long numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even 
longer.

2021-06-04

Gord 1.204 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. adjust vertical metrics (no scaling), The OpenType fractions 
feature now supports long numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 
199/200 or even longer. Outlines have been refined; there were errors in 
some curves which may have caused minor graphic problems in some 
applications.

2021-06-04

Skraype 2.102 An inconsistency between the width of the space character and the non-
breaking space character has been repaired. removed fi ligature, adjusted 
vertical metrics (no scaling), Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L 
with dot and E with breve have been removed.

2021-06-04

Walken 1.105 Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as painter's 
quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some languages. 
They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the old, 
reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. The OpenType fractions feature now 
supports long numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even 
longer. fixed a few kerns, Outlines have been refined for Walken Clean; there 
were errors in some curves which may have caused minor graphic problems 
in some applications. The ellipsis character (…) was far too wide and has 
been changed to a more reasonable width. Deprecated and obsolete 
characters such as L with dot and E with breve have been removed.

2021-06-04

Corzinair 2.203 The ellipsis character (…) was far too wide and has been changed to a more 
reasonable width. fixed missing accent kern pairs for small caps. Primes, also 
known as foot and inch marks have been added at Unicode 2032 and 2033. 
The OpenType fractions feature now supports long numerators and 
denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Lowered inverse 
question and exclamation marks. Outlines have been refined; there were 
errors in some curves which may have caused minor graphic problems in 
some applications. Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot 
and E with breve have been removed.

2021-06-04

Venacti 2.103 Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as painter's 
quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some languages. 
They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the old, 
reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. Primes, also known as foot and inch 
marks have been added at Unicode 2032 and 2033. remove fi and fl ligatures, 
Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed.

2021-06-04

Graveblade 1.101 An inconsistency between the width of the space character and the non-
breaking space character has been repaired. Reversed left quotation marks 
are often referred to as painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can 
cause havoc in some languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. 
You can still access the old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. Vertical 
metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—no 
scaling was required so you should see no difference in Adobe applications. 
Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed.

2021-06-04



Pakenham 3.105 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Primes, also known as foot and inch marks have been added 
at Unicode 2032 and 2033. The OpenType fractions feature now supports long 
numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Outlines 
have been refined; there were errors in some curves which may have caused 
minor graphic problems in some applications. lowered inverted question and 
exclamation marks, The ellipsis character (…) was far too wide and has been 
changed to a more reasonable width. Removed fi and fl ligatures except in the 
textured styles.

2021-06-04

Amienne 3.003 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The OpenType fractions feature now supports long 
numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. The 
ellipsis character (…) was far too wide and has been changed to a more 
reasonable width. Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as 
painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some 
languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the 
old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. Outlines have been refined; 
there were errors in some curves which may have caused minor graphic 
problems in some applications. Primes, also known as foot and inch marks 
have been added at Unicode 2032 and 2033.

2021-06-04

Algol 3.006 Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—the characters have increased in size by 11% which may affect 
appearance in older projects. Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L 
with dot and E with breve have been removed. Reversed left quotation marks 
are often referred to as painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can 
cause havoc in some languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. 
You can still access the old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. 
Outlines have been refined; there were errors in some curves which may have 
caused minor graphic problems in some applications.

2021-06-04

Mitigate 1.101 Removed serif from mu (micro) descender. The OpenType fractions feature 
now supports long numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or 
even longer. (Note: some applications don't support OpenType fraction 
kerning in monospaced fonts. If possible, try to use the precomposed 
fractions included with the font.) Deprecated and obsolete characters such 
as L with dot and E with breve have been removed. lowered inverted question 
and exclamation marks, Outlines have been refined; there were errors in 
some curves which may have caused minor graphic problems in some 
applications.

2021-06-04

Nyxali 1.201 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—no scaling was required so you should see no difference in 
Adobe applications.

2021-06-04

Folder 2.008 Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as painter's 
quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some languages. 
They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the old, 
reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. Primes, also known as foot and inch 
marks have been added at Unicode 2032 and 2033. Deprecated and obsolete 
characters such as L with dot and E with breve have been removed. adjusted 
kerning, adjusted vertical metrics with scaling up.

2021-06-04

Mahavishnu 2.104 Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as painter's 
quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some languages. 
They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the old, 
reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. Vertical metrics have been adjusted 
to improve cross-browser compatibility—no scaling was required so you 
should see no difference in Adobe applications. Outlines have been refined; 
there were errors in some curves which may have caused minor graphic 
problems in some applications. Redesign the Ø character, Deprecated and 
obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have been removed.

2021-06-04



Regra 2.204 Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as painter's 
quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some languages. 
They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the old, 
reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. Vertical metrics have been adjusted 
to improve cross-browser compatibility—no scaling was required so you 
should see no difference in Adobe applications. Outlines have been refined; 
there were errors in some curves which may have caused minor graphic 
problems in some applications. Redesigned the Ø character. Deprecated and 
obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have been removed.

2021-06-04

Axaxax 5.103 Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as painter's 
quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some languages. 
They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the old, 
reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. The ellipsis character (…) was far 
too wide and has been changed to a more reasonable width. Primes, also 
known as foot and inch marks have been added at Unicode 2032 and 2033. 
The fi and fl ligatures were superfluous and have been removed. The 
OpenType fractions feature now supports long numerators and denominators 
such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Outlines have been refined; there were 
errors in some curves which may have caused minor graphic problems in 
some applications. Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot 
and E with breve have been removed.

2021-06-04

Vactic 2.005 Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as painter's 
quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some languages. 
They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the old, 
reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. Deprecated and obsolete 
characters such as L with dot and E with breve have been removed. Vertical 
metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—the 
characters have increased in size by 23% which may affect appearance in 
older projects.

2021-06-04

Sarasori 1.202 Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as painter's 
quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some languages. 
They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the old, 
reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. Deprecated and obsolete 
characters such as L with dot and E with breve have been removed. Primes, 
also known as foot and inch marks have been added at Unicode 2032 and 
2033. better fractions, Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-
browser compatibility—no scaling was required so you should see no 
difference in Adobe applications.

2021-06-04

Inklea 1.301 Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as painter's 
quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some languages. 
They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the old, 
reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. Deprecated and obsolete 
characters such as L with dot and E with breve have been removed. The 
OpenType fractions feature now supports long numerators and denominators 
such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to 
improve cross-browser compatibility—no scaling was required so you should 
see no difference in Adobe applications. Outlines have been refined; there 
were errors in some curves which may have caused minor graphic problems 
in some applications.

2021-06-04

Special Forces 1.204 An inconsistency between the width of the space character and the non-
breaking space character has been repaired. Reversed left quotation marks 
are often referred to as painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can 
cause havoc in some languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. 
You can still access the old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. The 
ellipsis character (…) was far too wide and has been changed to a more 
reasonable width. The fi and fl ligatures were superfluous and have been 
removed. Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with 
breve have been removed. Improved kerning.

2021-06-04



Raymond 1.202 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The stylistic alternates feature has been updated so you can 
access it in more applications such as InDesign under Stylistic Set #1. Vertical 
metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—no 
scaling was required so you should see no difference in Adobe applications.

2021-06-04

From the Stars 1.104 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. removed fi fl, Reversed left quotation marks are often referred 
to as painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some 
languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the 
old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. The OpenType fractions feature 
now supports long numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or 
even longer. Outlines have been refined; there were errors in some curves 
which may have caused minor graphic problems in some applications.

2021-06-04

Larabiefont 2.404 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Outlines have been refined; there were errors in some curves 
which may have caused minor graphic problems in some applications.

2021-06-04

Madawaska 1.107 An inconsistency between the width of the space character and the non-
breaking space character has been repaired. Deprecated and obsolete 
characters such as L with dot and E with breve have been removed. The 
OpenType fractions feature now supports long numerators and denominators 
such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to 
improve cross-browser compatibility—no scaling was required so you should 
see no difference in Adobe applications. Outlines have been refined; there 
were errors in some curves which may have caused minor graphic problems 
in some applications.

2021-06-04

Misadventures 1.102 The ellipsis character (…) was far too wide and has been changed to a more 
reasonable width. The fi and fl ligatures were superfluous and have been 
removed. Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with 
breve have been removed. The OpenType fractions feature now supports long 
numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. 
tightened double quotes, new guillemot design, Outlines have been refined; 
there were errors in some curves which may have caused minor graphic 
problems in some applications. Primes, also known as foot and inch marks 
have been added at Unicode 2032 and 2033.

2021-06-18

Hybrea 2.202 Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—no scaling was required so you should see no difference in 
Adobe applications. Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot 
and E with breve have been removed. Primes, also known as foot and inch 
marks have been added at Unicode 2032 and 2033. Reversed left quotation 
marks are often referred to as painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they 
can cause havoc in some languages. They've been replaced with proper 
quotes. You can still access the old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. 
Outlines have been refined; there were errors in some curves which may have 
caused minor graphic problems in some applications.

2021-06-18

Zalderdash 2.104 An inconsistency between the width of the space character and the non-
breaking space character has been repaired. Accents (diacritical marks) are 
bolder. Lowered inverted question and exclamation marks. The ellipsis 
character (…) was far too wide and has been changed to a more reasonable 
width. Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with 
breve have been removed.

2021-06-18



Milibus 1.305 The fi and fl ligatures were superfluous and have been removed. An 
inconsistency between the width of the space character and the non-
breaking space character has been repaired. Primes, also known as foot and 
inch marks have been added at Unicode 2032 and 2033. Reversed left 
quotation marks are often referred to as painter's quotes—while they can be 
cute, they can cause havoc in some languages. They've been replaced with 
proper quotes. You can still access the old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B 
& 201F. Outlines have been refined; there were errors in some curves which 
may have caused minor graphic problems in some applications. Deprecated 
and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have been 
removed.

2021-06-18

Gnuolane Jump 1.108 An inconsistency between the width of the space character and the non-
breaking space character has been repaired. Deprecated and obsolete 
characters such as L with dot and E with breve have been removed. Vertical 
metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—no 
scaling was required so you should see no difference in Adobe applications.

2021-06-18

Barge 2.002 An inconsistency between the width of the space character and the non-
breaking space character has been repaired. The fi and fl ligatures were 
superfluous and have been removed. Reversed left quotation marks are often 
referred to as painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc 
in some languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still 
access the old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. Primes, also known 
as foot and inch marks have been added at Unicode 2032 and 2033. 
Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. new guillemot design. The ellipsis character (…) was far too 
wide and has been changed to a more reasonable width. Vertical metrics 
have been adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—the characters 
have increased in size by 5% which may affect appearance in older projects. 
The OpenType fractions feature now supports long numerators and 
denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer.

2021-06-18

Gnuolane 2.102 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. An inconsistency between the width of the space character 
and the non-breaking space character has been repaired. improve fractions, 
Primes, also known as foot and inch marks have been added at Unicode 2032 
and 2033. Outlines have been refined; there were errors in some curves which 
may have caused minor graphic problems in some applications.

2021-06-18

Gleaming the 
Cube

1.102 An inconsistency between the width of the space character and the non-
breaking space character has been repaired. Deprecated and obsolete 
characters such as L with dot and E with breve have been removed. Vertical 
metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—no 
scaling was required so you should see no difference in Adobe applications. 
The OpenType fractions feature now supports long numerators and 
denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. added rad symbols 
under A-Z characters as Stylistic Set #1 and Stylistic Alternates.

2021-06-18

Kengwin 1.107 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The OpenType fractions feature now supports long 
numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. 
Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as painter's 
quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some languages. 
They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the old, 
reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. Primes, also known as foot and inch 
marks have been added at Unicode 2032 and 2033. The fi and fl ligatures were 
superfluous and have been removed.

2021-06-18



Sexsmith 5.003 An inconsistency between the width of the space character and the non-
breaking space character has been repaired. The OpenType fractions feature 
now supports long numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or 
even longer. Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E 
with breve have been removed.
Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as painter's 
quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some languages. 
They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the old, 
reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. Vertical metrics have been adjusted 
to improve cross-browser compatibility—no scaling was required so you 
should see no difference in Adobe applications. Primes, also known as foot 
and inch marks have been added at Unicode 2032 and 2033. Some characters 
have been redesigned. Numerical ordinals have been added. Most Latin 
languages are now supported as well as Greek and Cyrillic. Spacing has been 
adjusted. Kerning has been completely replaced.

2021-06-18

Tight 1.102 An inconsistency between the width of the space character and the non-
breaking space character has been repaired. Deprecated and obsolete 
characters such as L with dot and E with breve have been removed.

2021-06-18

Desperate 1.106 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. An inconsistency between the width of the space character 
and the non-breaking space character has been repaired. Reversed left 
quotation marks are often referred to as painter's quotes—while they can be 
cute, they can cause havoc in some languages. They've been replaced with 
proper quotes. You can still access the old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B 
& 201F. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—no scaling was required so you should see no difference in 
Adobe applications. The OpenType fractions feature now supports long 
numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer.

2021-06-18

Computechnodi
gitronic

1.103 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. An inconsistency between the width of the space character 
and the non-breaking space character has been repaired. LT kerning 
adjusted. The OpenType fractions feature now supports long numerators and 
denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Reversed left quotation 
marks are often referred to as painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they 
can cause havoc in some languages. They've been replaced with proper 
quotes. You can still access the old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F.

2021-06-18

Thrusters 1.108 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. An inconsistency between the width of the space character 
and the non-breaking space character has been repaired. Reversed left 
quotation marks are often referred to as painter's quotes—while they can be 
cute, they can cause havoc in some languages. They've been replaced with 
proper quotes. You can still access the old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B 
& 201F. The OpenType fractions feature now supports long numerators and 
denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer.

2021-06-18

Zingende 1.107 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The ellipsis character (…) was far too wide and has been 
changed to a more reasonable width. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to 
improve cross-browser compatibility—no scaling was required so you should 
see no difference in Adobe applications. The OpenType fractions feature now 
supports long numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even 
longer. Fixed a glitch in the Æ character. Fixed overlaps in Vietnamese 
accents in the Deco style. The fi and fl ligatures were superfluous and have 
been removed.

2021-06-18

Sinzano 2.201 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Removed some mathematical symbols, precomposed fractions 
(thirds, fifths, sixths, eighths) to reduce file size.

2021-06-18



Telidon 3.107 An inconsistency between the width of the space character and the non-
breaking space character has been repaired.. Deprecated and obsolete 
characters such as L with dot and E with breve have been removed. fixed 
painters quotes. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-
browser compatibility—no scaling was required so you should see no 
difference in Adobe applications. Outlines have been refined; there were 
errors in some curves which may have caused minor graphic problems in 
some applications.

2021-06-18

Acrylic Brush 1.104 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Removed some precomposed fractions (thirds, fifths, sixths, 
eighths) to reduce file size. Reversed left quotation marks are often referred 
to as painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some 
languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the 
old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. The OpenType fractions feature 
now supports long numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or 
even longer.

2021-06-18

Ugocranis 1.104 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as 
painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some 
languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the 
old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. The OpenType fractions feature 
now supports long numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or 
even longer.

2021-06-18

Yellande 2.104 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as 
painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some 
languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the 
old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. The ellipsis character (…) was 
far too wide and has been changed to a more reasonable width. Vertical 
metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—no 
scaling was required so you should see no difference in Adobe applications.

2021-06-18

Akazan 3.003 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The OpenType fractions feature now supports long 
numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. 
Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as painter's 
quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some languages. 
They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the old, 
reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. Vertical metrics have been adjusted 
to improve cross-browser compatibility—the characters have increased in 
size very slightly which may affect appearance in older projects. Primes, also 
known as foot and inch marks have been added at Unicode 2032 and 2033. An 
inconsistency between the width of the space character and the non-
breaking space character has been repaired.

2021-06-18

Subroc 1.102 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. An inconsistency between the width of the space character 
and the non-breaking space character has been repaired. Reversed left 
quotation marks are often referred to as painter's quotes—while they can be 
cute, they can cause havoc in some languages. They've been replaced with 
proper quotes. You can still access the old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B 
& 201F. The OpenType fractions feature now supports long numerators and 
denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Vertical metrics have 
been adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—no scaling was 
required so you should see no difference in Adobe applications.

2021-06-18



Romantic Jets 1.108 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The fi and fl ligatures were superfluous and have been 
removed. Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as painter's 
quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some languages. 
They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the old, 
reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. The OpenType fractions feature now 
supports long numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even 
longer. The stylistic alternate "A" feature has been updated so you can access 
it in more applications such as InDesign under Stylistic Set #1.

2021-06-18

Carouselambra 1.104 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. An inconsistency between the width of the space character 
and the non-breaking space character has been repaired. Reversed left 
quotation marks are often referred to as painter's quotes—while they can be 
cute, they can cause havoc in some languages. They've been replaced with 
proper quotes. You can still access the old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B 
& 201F. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—no scaling was required so you should see no difference in 
Adobe applications.

2021-06-18

Thump 1.102 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Primes, also known as foot and inch marks have been added 
at Unicode 2032 and 2033. The ellipsis character (…) was far too wide and has 
been changed to a more reasonable width. Lowered question and exclamation 
marks. Narrowed guillemots. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve 
cross-browser compatibility—no scaling was required so you should see no 
difference in Adobe applications. Outlines have been refined; there were 
errors in some curves which may have caused minor graphic problems in 
some applications.

2021-06-18

1980 Portable 4.002 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Outlines have been refined; there were errors in some curves 
which may have caused minor graphic problems in some applications. 
Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as painter's 
quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some languages. 
They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the old, 
reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F.

2021-06-18

Ohitashi 3.102 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The ellipsis character (…) was far too wide and has been 
changed to a more reasonable width. Outlines have been refined; there were 
errors in some curves which may have caused minor graphic problems in 
some applications.

2021-06-18

Ebenezer 1.102 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Added accented characters to lowercase slots. Vertical 
metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—no 
scaling was required so you should see no difference in Adobe applications. 
An inconsistency between the width of the space character and the non-
breaking space character has been repaired.

2021-06-18

Gloss 1.102 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. An inconsistency between the width of the space character 
and the non-breaking space character has been repaired. Reversed left 
quotation marks are often referred to as painter's quotes—while they can be 
cute, they can cause havoc in some languages. They've been replaced with 
proper quotes. You can still access the old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B 
& 201F. The ellipsis character (…) was far too wide and has been changed to a 
more reasonable width. Tightened up double-quotes and guillemots. Outlines 
have been refined; there were errors in some curves which may have caused 
minor graphic problems in some applications.

2021-06-18



Snowa 1.106 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. An inconsistency between the width of the space character 
and the non-breaking space character has been repaired. Vertical metrics 
have been adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—no scaling was 
required so you should see no difference in Adobe applications. Outlines have 
been refined; there were errors in some curves which may have caused 
minor graphic problems in some applications.

2021-06-18

Emory 2.104 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—no scaling was required so you should see no difference in 
Adobe applications. The ellipsis character (…) was far too wide and has been 
changed to a more reasonable width.

2021-06-18

Lineavec 1.208 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as 
painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some 
languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the 
old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. Vertical metrics have been 
adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—no scaling was required so 
you should see no difference in Adobe applications.

2021-06-18

Cotton 1.101 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. An inconsistency between the width of the space character 
and the non-breaking space character has been repaired. Vertical metrics 
have been adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—no scaling was 
required so you should see no difference in Adobe applications.

2021-06-18

Nesobrite 2.002 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as 
painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some 
languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the 
old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. Primes, also known as foot and 
inch marks have been added at Unicode 2032 and 2033. Vertical metrics have 
been adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—the characters have 
increased in size by 5.26% which may affect appearance in older projects.

2021-06-18

Veriox 1.105 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as 
painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some 
languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the 
old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. Primes, also known as foot and 
inch marks have been added at Unicode 2032 and 2033. Vertical metrics have 
been adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—no scaling was 
required so you should see no difference in Adobe applications. Fixed PANOSE 
settings for better style sorting in some application menus. Outlines have 
been refined; there were errors in some curves which may have caused 
minor graphic problems in some applications.

2021-06-18

Moja 2.006 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. An inconsistency between the width of the space character 
and the non-breaking space character has been repaired. Vertical metrics 
have been adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—the characters 
have increased in size by 20% which may affect appearance in older projects.

2021-06-18

Betaphid 2.102 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as 
painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some 
languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the 
old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. The OpenType fractions feature 
now supports long numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or 
even longer. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—no scaling was required so you should see no difference in 
Adobe applications.

2021-06-18



Gendouki 1.302 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as 
painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some 
languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the 
old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. Vertical metrics have been 
adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—no scaling was required so 
you should see no difference in Adobe applications.

2021-06-18

Body Goat 1.103 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as 
painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some 
languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the 
old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. Inverted question and 
exclamation marks have been lowered. The OpenType fractions feature now 
supports long numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even 
longer. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—the characters have increased in size very slightly which may 
affect appearance in older projects. The fi and fl ligatures were superfluous 
and have been removed. Outlines have been refined; there were errors in 
some curves which may have caused minor graphic problems in some 
applications. Tightened up base quotes (,,).

2021-06-18

Dream 
Orphanage

2.007 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The OpenType fractions feature now supports long 
numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Vertical 
metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—the 
characters have decreased in size by 1% which may affect appearance in 
older projects. The stylistic alternates and historical alternates features (cool 
alternate g) have been updated so you can access it in more applications 
such as InDesign under Stylistic Set #1 and Stylistic Set #2. Inverted question 
and exclamation marks have been lowered. Primes, also known as foot and 
inch marks have been added at Unicode 2032 and 2033. The space between 
double quotes and guillemots has been reduced.

2021-06-18

Octin 1.205 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as 
painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some 
languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the 
old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F.

2021-06-18

Gomoku 2.004 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—the characters have decreased in size by 3% which may affect 
appearance in older projects. Outlines have been refined; there were errors 
in some curves which may have caused minor graphic problems in some 
applications. Katakana and Hiragana characters remain but the encoding is 
no longer declared—Japanese characters will still function but it the fonts 
won't show up in your application's menu as a Japanese font.

2021-06-18

Battlemaze 1.102 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The fi and fl ligatures were superfluous and have been 
removed. The OpenType fractions feature now supports long numerators and 
denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer.

2021-06-18

Zamora 2.107 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. An inconsistency between the width of the space character 
and the non-breaking space character has been repaired. The ellipsis 
character (…) was far too wide and has been changed to a more reasonable 
width. Added single guillemots. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to 
improve cross-browser compatibility—no scaling was required so you should 
see no difference in Adobe applications.

2021-06-18



Otoboke 1.106 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. An inconsistency between the width of the space character 
and the non-breaking space character has been repaired. Vertical metrics 
have been adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—no scaling was 
required so you should see no difference in Adobe applications. The original 
design was intended to simulate an ink/paper bleed effect. The detailed fuzzy 
line effect didn't convey that properly, so it has been rendered in crisp style 
that looks more like ink saturation on a harder substrate.

2021-06-18

Bonobo 2.103 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—no scaling was required so you should see no difference in 
Adobe applications. Outlines have been refined; there were errors in some 
curves which may have caused minor graphic problems in some applications.

2021-06-18

Reagan 2.005 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. An inconsistency between the width of the space character 
and the non-breaking space character has been repaired. Inverted question 
and exclamation marks have been lowered. Vertical metrics have been 
adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—the characters have 
increased in size by 4% which may affect appearance in older projects.

2021-06-18

Maqui 1.103 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The ellipsis character (…) was far too wide and has been 
changed to a more reasonable width. Reversed left quotation marks are often 
referred to as painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc 
in some languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still 
access the old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. The OpenType 
fractions feature now supports long numerators and denominators such as 
13/64, 199/200 or even longer. The fi and fl ligatures were superfluous and 
have been removed. Outlines have been refined; there were errors in some 
curves which may have caused minor graphic problems in some applications. 
Inverted question and exclamation marks have been lowered.

2021-06-18

Marianas 2.002 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. An inconsistency between the width of the space character 
and the non-breaking space character has been repaired. Vertical metrics 
have been adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—the characters 
have increased in size by 12% which may affect appearance in older projects. 
Redesigned ogonek. Fixed overlap issue on $.

2021-06-18

Stud 1.105 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. An inconsistency between the width of the space character 
and the non-breaking space character has been repaired. The ellipsis 
character (…) was far too wide and has been changed to a more reasonable 
width. Arrows have been moved to correct Unicode locations: 2090 and 2192. 
Printer's fists (pointing fingers) have been moved to correct Unicode 
locations: 261C and 261E. Outlines have been refined; there were errors in 
some curves which may have caused minor graphic problems in some 
applications.

2021-06-18

Chilopod 3.011 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The OpenType fractions feature now supports long 
numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. The 
stylistic alternates feature (alternative E) has been updated so you can 
access it in more applications such as InDesign under Stylistic Set #1. The 
alternative E now included accented versions. Kerning has been adjusted. 
Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as painter's 
quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some languages. 
They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the old, 
reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. Vertical metrics have been adjusted 
to improve cross-browser compatibility—the characters have increased in 
size by 9% which may affect appearance in older projects.

2021-06-18



Sheaff 2.102 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as 
painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some 
languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the 
old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. The OpenType fractions feature 
now supports long numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or 
even longer.

2021-06-18

Skygirls 1.103 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The OpenType fractions feature now supports long 
numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. 
Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as painter's 
quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some languages. 
They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the old, 
reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. Outlines have been refined; there 
were errors in some curves which may have caused minor graphic problems 
in some applications.

2021-06-18

Xenu 1.204 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as 
painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some 
languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the 
old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. Vertical metrics have been 
adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—no scaling was required so 
you should see no difference in Adobe applications.

2021-06-18

Zupiter 3.107 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The ellipsis character (…) was far too wide and has been 
changed to a more reasonable width. The OpenType fractions feature now 
supports long numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even 
longer. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—no scaling was required so you should see no difference in 
Adobe applications. Outlines have been refined; there were errors in some 
curves which may have caused minor graphic problems in some applications.

2021-06-18

Heroid 2.202 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as 
painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some 
languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the 
old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. Outlines have been refined; 
there were errors in some curves which may have caused minor graphic 
problems in some applications.

2021-06-18

Hayate 1.204 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The fi and fl ligatures were superfluous and have been 
removed. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—no scaling was required so you should see no difference in 
Adobe applications. Outlines have been refined; there were errors in some 
curves which may have caused minor graphic problems in some applications.

2021-06-18

Clipwave 1.103 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The OpenType fractions feature now supports long 
numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. The fi 
and fl ligatures were superfluous and have been removed. Outlines have been 
refined; there were errors in some curves which may have caused minor 
graphic problems in some applications.

2021-06-18



Enamel Brush 2.005 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The OpenType fractions feature now supports long 
numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. 
Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as painter's 
quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some languages. 
They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the old, 
reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. Primes, also known as foot and inch 
marks have been added at Unicode 2032 and 2033. Vertical metrics have been 
adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—the characters have 
increased in size by 7% which may affect appearance in older projects. 
Outlines have been refined; there were errors in some curves which may have 
caused minor graphic problems in some applications.

2021-06-18

Bomr 3.103 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The ellipsis character (…) was far too wide and has been 
changed to a more reasonable width. Reversed left quotation marks are often 
referred to as painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc 
in some languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still 
access the old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. Vertical metrics 
have been adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—no scaling was 
required so you should see no difference in Adobe applications.

2021-06-18

Ulian 4.008 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The ellipsis character (…) was far too wide and has been 
changed to a more reasonable width. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to 
improve cross-browser compatibility—the characters have been reduced in 
size by 6% which may affect appearance in older projects. Inverted question 
and exclamation marks have been lowered. Outlines have been refined; there 
were errors in some curves which may have caused minor graphic problems 
in some applications.

2021-06-18

Threefortysixbar
rel

1.106 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. An inconsistency between the width of the space character 
and the non-breaking space character has been repaired. The ellipsis 
character (…) was far too wide and has been changed to a more reasonable 
width. Outlines have been refined in the Regular style; there were errors in 
some curves which may have caused minor graphic problems in some 
applications.

2021-06-18

Winthorpe 1.412 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. An inconsistency between the width of the space character 
and the non-breaking space character has been repaired. The fi and fl 
ligatures in the small caps styles were superfluous and have been removed. 
The micro/mu (μ) symbol has been redesigned. The OpenType fractions 
feature now supports long numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 
199/200 or even longer—not available in small caps styles. Primes, also known 
as foot and inch marks have been added at Unicode 2032 and 2033. Reversed 
quotation marks have been added at Unicode 201B & 201F. Quotes kerning 
issue has been resolved for small caps. Vertical metrics have been adjusted 
to improve cross-browser compatibility—no scaling was required so you 
should see no difference in Adobe applications. Outlines have been refined; 
there were errors in some curves which may have caused minor graphic 
problems in some applications.

2021-06-18

Rexlia 1.105 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The OpenType fractions feature now supports long 
numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. 
Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as painter's 
quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some languages. 
They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the old, 
reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. Primes, also known as foot and inch 
marks have been added at Unicode 2032 and 2033. The stylistic alternates 
feature (alternative A) has been updated so you can access it in more 
applications such as InDesign under Stylistic Set #1. Alternative A accented 
characters have been added.

2021-06-25



Angostura 2.103 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The OpenType fractions feature now supports long 
numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Vertical 
metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—no 
scaling was required so you should see no difference in Adobe applications. 
The fi and fl ligatures were superfluous and have been removed. Outlines have 
been refined; there were errors in some curves which may have caused 
minor graphic problems in some applications.

2021-06-25

Conceal 1.105 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The OpenType fractions feature now supports long 
numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Vertical 
metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—no 
scaling was required so you should see no difference in Adobe applications.

2021-06-25

Shnixgun 1.204 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Horizontal bar (longer than em dash) has been moved to 
Unicode 2015. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—no scaling was required so you should see no difference in 
Adobe applications.

2021-06-25

Lerku 2.107 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—no scaling was required so you should see no difference in 
Adobe applications.

2021-06-25

Domyouji 1.103 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—no scaling was required so you should see no difference in 
Adobe applications. Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as 
painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some 
languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the 
old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F.

2021-06-25

Charbroiled 2.108 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The stylistic alternates feature (alternative e, o, and s) has 
been updated so you can access it in more applications such as InDesign 
under Stylistic Set #1. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-
browser compatibility—no scaling was required so you should see no 
difference in Adobe applications.

2021-06-25

Restore 1.105 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. An inconsistency between the width of the space character 
and the non-breaking space character has been repaired. The ellipsis 
character (…) was far too wide and has been changed to a more reasonable 
width. Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as painter's 
quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some languages. 
They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the old, 
reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F.

2021-06-25

Llandru 2.102 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The stylistic alternates feature has been updated so you can 
access it in more applications such as InDesign under Stylistic Set #1. Vertical 
metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—no 
scaling was required so you should see no difference in Adobe applications. 
The ellipsis character (…) was far too wide and has been changed to a more 
reasonable width.

2021-06-25

Zosma 3.008 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. An inconsistency between the width of the space character 
and the non-breaking space character has been repaired. The ellipsis 
character (…) was far too wide and has been changed to a more reasonable 
width. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—the characters have increased in size by 5% which may affect 
appearance in older projects. The OpenType fractions feature now supports 
long numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer.

2021-06-25



Vigo 2.104 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The ellipsis character (…) was far too wide and has been 
changed to a more reasonable width. The OpenType fractions feature now 
supports long numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even 
longer. The stylistic alternates feature (single story a) has been updated so 
you can access it in more applications such as InDesign under Stylistic Set 
#1. Alternate accented a characters have been added. Vertical metrics have 
been adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—no scaling was 
required so you should see no difference in Adobe applications.

2021-06-25

Burnaby Stencil 1.106 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. An inconsistency between the width of the space character 
and the non-breaking space character has been repaired. The ellipsis 
character (…) was far too wide and has been changed to a more reasonable 
width. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—no scaling was required so you should see no difference in 
Adobe applications. Outlines have been refined; there were errors in some 
curves which may have caused minor graphic problems in some applications.

2021-06-25

Boopee 2.107 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The ellipsis character (…) was far too wide and has been 
changed to a more reasonable width. An inconsistency between the width of 
the space character and the non-breaking space character has been 
repaired. Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as painter's 
quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some languages. 
They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the old, 
reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. Vertical metrics have been adjusted 
to improve cross-browser compatibility—no scaling was required so you 
should see no difference in Adobe applications. Outlines have been refined; 
there were errors in some curves which may have caused minor graphic 
problems in some applications.

2021-06-25

Polarband 1.103 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The OpenType fractions feature now supports long 
numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. The fi 
and fl ligatures were superfluous and have been removed. Reversed left 
quotation marks are often referred to as painter's quotes—while they can be 
cute, they can cause havoc in some languages. They've been replaced with 
proper quotes. You can still access the old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B 
& 201F. An inconsistency between the width of the space character and the 
non-breaking space character has been repaired. Added weight to circumflex 
and caron accents. 

2021-06-25

Uniwars 1.107 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The OpenType fractions feature now supports long 
numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. 
Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as painter's 
quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some languages. 
They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the old, 
reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. The stylistic alternates feature 
(alternative A, E and Y) has been updated so you can access it in more 
applications such as InDesign under Stylistic Set #1. Added accented versions 
of alternate A, E and Y characters. Added alternative Æ and Œ characters. 
Fixed kerning on alternative A. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to 
improve cross-browser compatibility—no scaling was required so you should 
see no difference in Adobe applications. The ellipsis character (…) was too 
wide and has been changed to a more reasonable width. Outlines have been 
refined; there were errors in some curves which may have caused minor 
graphic problems in some applications.

2021-06-25



Mikadan 3.008 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. OpenType alternates features have been updated so you can 
access them in more applications such as InDesign under Stylistic Sets #1, #2 
and #3. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—the characters have decreased in size very slightly which may 
affect appearance in older projects.

2021-06-25

Reversal 1.107 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The ellipsis character (…) was too wide and has been changed 
to a more reasonable width. Reversed left quotation marks are often referred 
to as painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some 
languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the 
old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. The OpenType fractions feature 
now supports long numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or 
even longer. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—no scaling was required so you should see no difference in 
Adobe applications. Primes, also known as foot and inch marks have been 
added at Unicode 2032 and 2033. Outlines have been refined; there were 
errors in some curves which may have caused minor graphic problems in 
some applications.

2021-06-25

Bristles 1.107 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. An inconsistency between the width of the space character 
and the non-breaking space character has been repaired. Vertical metrics 
have been adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—no scaling was 
required so you should see no difference in Adobe applications.

2021-06-25

Oxeran 2.103 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. An inconsistency between the width of the space character 
and the non-breaking space character has been repaired. Vertical metrics 
have been adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—no scaling was 
required so you should see no difference in Adobe applications.

2021-06-25

Nagomi 2.102 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The OpenType fractions feature now supports long 
numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Vertical 
metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—no 
scaling was required so you should see no difference in Adobe applications.

2021-06-25

Topstitch 2.103 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—no scaling was required so you should see no difference in 
Adobe applications. The OpenType fractions feature now supports long 
numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Outlines 
have been refined; there were errors in some curves which may have caused 
minor graphic problems in some applications. Outlines have been refined; 
there were errors in some curves which may have caused minor graphic 
problems in some applications.

2021-06-25

Biondi Sans 2.004 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The ellipsis character (…) was too wide and has been changed 
to a more reasonable width. Double quotes and guillemots have been 
tightened. Primes, also known as foot and inch marks have been added at 
Unicode 2032 and 2033. The OpenType fractions feature now supports long 
numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Vertical 
metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—no 
scaling was required so you should see no difference in Adobe applications. 
Outlines have been refined; there were errors in some curves which may have 
caused minor graphic problems in some applications.

2021-06-25



Lonsdale 1.203 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as 
painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some 
languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the 
old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. Vertical metrics have been 
adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—no scaling was required so 
you should see no difference in Adobe applications. Outlines have been 
refined; there were errors in some curves which may have caused minor 
graphic problems in some applications.

2021-06-25

Board of 
Directors

2.006 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as 
painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some 
languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the 
old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. The OpenType fractions feature 
now supports long numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or 
even longer. The ellipsis character (…) was too wide and has been changed to 
a more reasonable width. Primes, also known as foot and inch marks have 
been added at Unicode 2032 and 2033. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to 
improve cross-browser compatibility—the characters have decreased in size 
by about 3% which may affect appearance in older projects. Outlines have 
been refined; there were errors in some curves which may have caused 
minor graphic problems in some applications.

2021-06-25

Xenara 2.103 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as 
painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some 
languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the 
old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. Reversed left quotation marks 
are often referred to as painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can 
cause havoc in some languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. 
You can still access the old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. The 
ellipsis character (…) was too wide and has been changed to a more 
reasonable width. The stylistic alternates feature has been updated so you 
can access it in more applications such as InDesign under Stylistic Set #1. 
Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—no scaling was required so you should see no difference in 
Adobe applications.

2021-06-25

Barrista 3.003 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as 
painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some 
languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the 
old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. Arrows moved to Unicode 2190 
& 2192. Added single guillemots. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to 
improve cross-browser compatibility—the characters have increased in size 
by 10% which may affect appearance in older projects. Outlines have been 
refined; there were errors in some curves which may have caused minor 
graphic problems in some applications.

2021-06-25

Goldburg 1.308 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The OpenType fractions feature now supports long 
numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Vertical 
metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—no 
scaling was required so you should see no difference in Adobe applications.

2021-06-25

Snowgoose 3.102 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—no scaling was required so you should see no difference in 
Adobe applications. Outlines have been refined; there were errors in some 
curves which may have caused minor graphic problems in some applications.

2021-06-25



Densmore 2.103 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The OpenType fractions feature now supports long 
numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Vertical 
metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—no 
scaling was required so you should see no difference in Adobe applications.

2021-06-25

Structia 2.011 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. An inconsistency between the width of the space character 
and the non-breaking space character has been repaired. Vertical metrics 
have been adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—the characters 
have increased in size very slightly which may affect appearance in older 
projects. The stylistic alternates feature (alternate M) has been updated so 
you can access it in more applications such as InDesign under Stylistic Set 
#1. Outlines have been refined in Structia War; there were errors in some 
outlines which may have caused minor graphic problems in some 
applications.

2021-06-25

Octynaz 1.404 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as 
painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some 
languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the 
old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. The ellipsis character (…) was 
too wide and has been changed to a more reasonable width. Outlines have 
been refined; there were errors in some curves which may have caused 
minor graphic problems in some applications.

2021-06-25

Windpower 2.103 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Double quotes have been tightened. The OpenType fractions 
feature now supports long numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 
199/200 or even longer. The stylistic alternates feature (numerals with wings) 
has been updated so you can access it in more applications such as InDesign 
under Stylistic Set #1.

2021-06-25

Draculon 2.004 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—the characters have increased in size by about 11% which may 
affect appearance in older projects. Outlines have been refined; there were 
errors in some curves which may have caused minor graphic problems in 
some applications.

2021-06-25

From the 
Internet

1.109 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as 
painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some 
languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the 
old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. The stylistic alternates feature 
(alternate t & f) has been updated so you can access it in more applications 
such as InDesign under Stylistic Set #1.

2021-06-25

Flyswim 2.108 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—no scaling was required so you should see no difference in 
Adobe applications. Outlines have been refined; there were errors in some 
curves which may have caused minor graphic problems in some applications.

2021-06-25

Hoverunit 2.004 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The fi and fl ligatures were superfluous and have been 
removed. An inconsistency between the width of the space character and the 
non-breaking space character has been repaired. Vertical metrics have been 
adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—the characters have 
increased in size very slightly which may affect appearance in older projects. 
Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as painter's 
quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some languages. 
They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the old, 
reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. Outlines have been refined; there 
were errors in some curves which may have caused minor graphic problems 
in some applications.

2021-06-25



Printf 1.103 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The fi and fl ligatures were superfluous and have been 
removed. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—no scaling was required so you should see no difference in 
Adobe applications. Outlines have been refined; there were errors in some 
curves which may have caused minor graphic problems in some applications.

2021-06-25

Rainforest 1.108 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The ellipsis character (…) was too wide and has been changed 
to a more reasonable width. Vietnamese Dong symbol has been redesigned. 
The OpenType fractions feature now supports long numerators and 
denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Outlines have been 
refined; there were errors in some curves which may have caused minor 
graphic problems in some applications.

2021-06-25

Croteau 1.205 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as 
painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some 
languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the 
old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. Vertical metrics have been 
adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—no scaling was required so 
you should see no difference in Adobe applications.

2021-06-25

Neuropol Nova 2.103 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as 
painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some 
languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the 
old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. The ellipsis character (…) was 
too wide and has been changed to a more reasonable width. The OpenType 
fractions feature now supports long numerators and denominators such as 
13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Outlines have been refined; there were errors 
in some curves which may have caused minor graphic problems in some 
applications.

2021-06-25

Vectipede 1.107 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as 
painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some 
languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the 
old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. Inverted question and 
exclamation marks have been lowered. The OpenType fractions feature now 
supports long numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even 
longer. Primes, also known as foot and inch marks have been added at 
Unicode 2032 and 2033. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-
browser compatibility—no scaling was required so you should see no 
difference in Adobe applications.

2021-06-25

Caryn 2.109 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—no scaling was required so you should see no difference in 
Adobe applications.

2021-06-25

Skirt 1.212 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The OpenType fractions feature now supports long 
numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. The 
stylistic alternates feature (alternative a & g in italics) has been updated so 
you can access it in more applications such as InDesign under Stylistic Set 
#1. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—no scaling was required so you should see no difference in 
Adobe applications. Primes, also known as foot and inch marks have been 
added at Unicode 2032 and 2033.

2021-06-25

Chrysotile 1.102 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—no scaling was required so you should see no difference in 
Adobe applications.

2021-06-25



Tussilago 1.105 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The OpenType fractions feature now supports long 
numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Primes, 
also known as foot and inch marks have been added at Unicode 2032 and 
2033. Outlines have been refined; there were errors in some curves in the 
italics which may have caused minor graphic problems in some applications. 
Fixed style conflict.

2021-06-25

Teeshirt 1.102 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. An inconsistency between the width of the space character 
and the non-breaking space character has been repaired.

2021-06-25

Voivode 1.104 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The ellipsis character (…) was too wide and has been changed 
to a more reasonable width. The OpenType fractions feature now supports 
long numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. 
Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—no scaling was required so you should see no difference in 
Adobe applications.

2021-06-25

Sui Generis 3.108 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The ellipsis character (…) was too wide and has been changed 
to a more reasonable width. The OpenType fractions feature now supports 
long numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. 
Inverted question and exclamation marks have been lowered. Primes, also 
known as foot and inch marks have been added at Unicode 2032 and 2033. 
Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—no scaling was required so you should see no difference in 
Adobe applications. Outlines have been refined; there were errors in some 
curves which may have caused minor graphic problems in some applications.

2021-06-25

Augustine 2.009 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. An inconsistency between the width of the space character 
and the non-breaking space character has been repaired. Reversed left 
quotation marks are often referred to as painter's quotes—while they can be 
cute, they can cause havoc in some languages. They've been replaced with 
proper quotes. You can still access the old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B 
& 201F. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—the characters have decreased in size very slightly which may 
affect appearance in older projects.

2021-06-25

Sewn 1.104 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. An inconsistency between the width of the space character 
and the non-breaking space character has been repaired. Reversed left 
quotation marks are often referred to as painter's quotes—while they can be 
cute, they can cause havoc in some languages. They've been replaced with 
proper quotes. You can still access the old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B 
& 201F.

2021-06-25

Funboy 2.103 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. An inconsistency between the width of the space character 
and the non-breaking space character has been repaired. The stylistic 
alternates feature (alternative B & R) has been updated so you can access it 
in more applications such as InDesign under Stylistic Set #1. Vertical metrics 
have been adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—no scaling was 
required so you should see no difference in Adobe applications. Fixed a 
problem that prevented some ligature combinations from functioning.

2021-06-25

Markerfield 2.003 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—the characters have increased in size by 4% which may affect 
appearance in older projects. The OpenType fractions feature now supports 
long numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer.

2021-06-25



Mango 1.302 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Outlines have been refined; there were errors in some curves 
which may have caused minor graphic problems in some applications.

2021-06-25

Chinese Rocks 3.104 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The OpenType fractions feature now supports long 
numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Vertical 
metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—no 
scaling was required so you should see no difference in Adobe applications. 
Outlines have been refined; there were errors in some curves which may have 
caused minor graphic problems in some applications.

2021-06-25

Walnut 2.103 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as 
painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some 
languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the 
old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. Outlines have been refined; 
there were errors in some curves which may have caused minor graphic 
problems in some applications.

2021-06-25

Warmer 1.104 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. An inconsistency between the width of the space character 
and the non-breaking space character has been repaired. The OpenType 
fractions feature now supports long numerators and denominators such as 
13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve 
cross-browser compatibility—no scaling was required so you should see no 
difference in Adobe applications. Outlines have been refined; there were 
errors in some curves which may have caused minor graphic problems in 
some applications.

2021-06-25

Headlight 1.305 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The fi and fl ligatures were superfluous and have been 
removed. The stylistic alternates feature (alternative italic a) has been 
updated so you can access it in more applications such as InDesign under 
Stylistic Set #1. Outlines have been refined; there were errors in some curves 
which may have caused minor graphic problems in some applications.

2021-06-25

Antihistory 2.111 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The ellipsis character (…) was too wide and has been changed 
to a more reasonable width. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve 
cross-browser compatibility—no scaling was required so you should see no 
difference in Adobe applications.

2021-06-25

Gnuolane 
Stencil

1.105 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. An inconsistency between the width of the space character 
and the non-breaking space character has been repaired. Adjusted height of 
precomposed fractions. The OpenType fractions feature now supports long 
numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Outlines 
have been refined; there were errors in some curves which may have caused 
minor graphic problems in some applications.

2021-06-25

Neuzon 2.108 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Reversed left quotation marks are often referred to as 
painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some 
languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the 
old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. Outlines have been refined; 
there were errors in some curves which may have caused minor graphic 
problems in some applications. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to 
improve cross-browser compatibility—the characters have increased in size 
very slightly which may affect appearance in older projects.

2021-06-25

Darkheart 2.003 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. An inconsistency between the width of the space character 
and the non-breaking space character has been repaired.

2021-06-25



Jesaya 1.103 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. An inconsistency between the width of the space character 
and the non-breaking space character has been repaired. The fi and fl 
ligatures were superfluous and have been removed. Reversed left quotation 
marks are often referred to as painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they 
can cause havoc in some languages. They've been replaced with proper 
quotes. You can still access the old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. 
The OpenType fractions feature now supports long numerators and 
denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Vertical metrics have 
been adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—no scaling was 
required so you should see no difference in Adobe applications. Outlines have 
been refined; there were errors in some curves which may have caused 
minor graphic problems in some applications.

2021-06-25

Wheaton 1.103 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The OpenType fractions feature now supports long 
numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer.

2021-06-25

Dirtstorm 2.107 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The OpenType fractions feature now supports long 
numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Vertical 
metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—no 
scaling was required so you should see no difference in Adobe applications. 
Outlines have been refined; there were errors in some curves which may have 
caused minor graphic problems in some applications.

2021-06-25

Wyvern 2.109 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The ellipsis character (…) was too wide and has been changed 
to a more reasonable width. Primes, also known as foot and inch marks have 
been added at Unicode 2032 and 2033. The OpenType fractions feature now 
supports long numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even 
longer. Outlines have been refined; there were errors in some curves which 
may have caused minor graphic problems in some applications.

2021-06-25

Owned 3.004 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. An inconsistency between the width of the space character 
and the non-breaking space character has been repaired. Reversed left 
quotation marks are often referred to as painter's quotes—while they can be 
cute, they can cause havoc in some languages. They've been replaced with 
proper quotes. You can still access the old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B 
& 201F. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—the characters have decreased in size by about 10% which may 
affect appearance in older projects. Outlines have been refined; there were 
errors in some curves which may have caused minor graphic problems in 
some applications.

2021-06-25

Order 3.006 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The ellipsis character (…) was too wide and has been changed 
to a more reasonable width. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve 
cross-browser compatibility—the characters have increased in size by about 
12% which may affect appearance in older projects. The OpenType fractions 
feature now supports long numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 
199/200 or even longer. Outlines have been refined; there were errors in 
some curves which may have caused minor graphic problems in some 
applications.

2021-06-25

Jillican 3.212 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The fi and fl ligatures were superfluous and have been 
removed. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—no scaling was required so you should see no difference in 
Adobe applications. Accents on Jillican Wart 3D have had extensive cleanup.

2021-06-25



Superclarendon 2.105 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The fi and fl ligatures were superfluous and have been 
removed. Lowercase n with tilde was missing in one font. One font had a T 
with cedilla in place of T with comma accent. Bar character ( | ) was missing 
in italic.

2021-06-25

Bench Grinder 1.203 Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—no scaling was required so you should see no difference in 
Adobe applications. Reversed left quotation marks have been flipped—the 
original reversed quotes are now at Unicode 201B & 201F. Deprecated and 
obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have been removed. 
The OpenType fractions feature now supports long numerators and 
denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. The ellipsis character 
(…) was too wide and has been changed to a more reasonable width.

2021-07-20

Contour 
Generator

4.108 Reversed left quotation marks have been flipped—the original reversed 
quotes are now at Unicode 201B & 201F. Deprecated and obsolete characters 
such as L with dot and E with breve have been removed. The ellipsis character 
(…) was too wide and has been changed to a more reasonable width. Primes, 
also known as foot and inch marks have been added at Unicode 2032 and 
2033. Tightened gap between double quotes.

2021-07-20

Eden Mills 4.108 The OpenType fractions feature now supports long numerators and 
denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Reversed left quotation 
marks have been flipped—the original reversed quotes are now at Unicode 
201B & 201F. Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E 
with breve have been removed.

2021-07-20

Horsepower 5.005 An inconsistency between the width of the space character and the non-
breaking space character has been repaired. The ellipsis character (…) was 
too wide and has been changed to a more reasonable width. Vertical metrics 
have been adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—the characters 
have increased in size by 13% which may affect appearance in older projects. 
Kerning has been adjusted. More Latin-based languages are supported. 
Fractions have been added along with an OpenType fraction feature. Primes, 
also known as foot and inch marks have been added at Unicode 2032 and 
2033. More monetary symbols have been added. Accents have been adjusted 
for better balance. Uppercase accents have a lower profile.

2021-07-20

Hydrogen 
Whiskey

5.011 Scaled mathematical symbols down. Added brackets and angle brackets. 
Greater than and less than symbols were pentagonal arrow—they've been 
replaced with the correct symbols and moved to the Unicode arrows 
locations 2190 and 2192. Kerning has been adjusted. Opentype fractions 
feature added. Added currency symbols, reverse quotes and primes. 
Redesigned many characters. Added numeric ordinals.

2021-07-20

Induction 5.018 Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—the characters have decreased in size very slightly which may 
affect appearance in older projects. Alternate letters have been moved to 
OpenType Stylistic Alternates and Stylistic Set #1 and #2. Spacing and kerning 
has been replaced. Some characters have been redesigned. The OpenType 
fractions feature now supports long numerators and denominators such as 
13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Reversed left quotation marks have added to 
Unicode 201B & 201F. Primes, also known as foot and inch marks have been 
added at Unicode 2032 and 2033. Many monetary symbols have been added. 
Language coverage has been expanded. Diacritical marks (accents) have 
been redesigned. Combining (overlapping) accents have been added. Period 
and comma have been raised to the baseline except for "!" and "?".

2021-07-20



Inflammable Age 4.003 Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—the characters have increased in size by almost 8% which may 
affect appearance in older projects. The OpenType fractions feature now 
supports long numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even 
longer. Spacing and kerning has been replaced. Some characters have been 
redesigned. Added OpenType fractions, numeric ordinals, math symbols and 
more language support. Some characters have had minor adjustments to 
stroke thickness. Mathematic characters have been redesigned.

2021-07-20

Johnny Fever 6.101 The OpenType fractions feature now supports long numerators and 
denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Reversed left quotation 
marks have been flipped—the original reversed quotes are now at Unicode 
201B & 201F.

2021-07-20

Korataki 3.104 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. The stylistic alternates feature has been updated so you can 
access it in more applications such as InDesign under Stylistic Set #1. 
Reversed left quotation marks have been flipped—the original reversed 
quotes are now at Unicode 201B & 201F. An inconsistency between the width 
of the space character and the non-breaking space character has been 
repaired. Added OpenType features for superior and inferior numerals. The 
OpenType fractions feature now supports long numerators and denominators 
such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Primes, also known as foot and inch 
marks have been added at Unicode 2032 and 2033. E with ogonek was missing 
in Bold. Minor kerning changes. Cyrillic style of Л, л matches Д, д. Ukraninan 
upturned Ghe Ґ, ґ added. More efficient kerning classes reduces file size and 
helps web fonts download faster.

2021-07-20

Lady Starlight 4.105 The OpenType fractions feature now supports long numerators and 
denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Deprecated and 
obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have been removed. 
Reversed left quotation marks have been flipped—the original reversed 
quotes are now at Unicode 201B & 201F. The space between gullemots has 
been reduced.

2021-07-20

Monofonto 4.102 Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have 
been removed. Reversed left quotation marks have been flipped—the original 
reversed quotes are now at Unicode 201B & 201F. Primes, also known as foot 
and inch marks have been added at Unicode 2032 and 2033.

2021-07-20

Pyrite 5.102 The OpenType fractions feature now supports long numerators and 
denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Deprecated and 
obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have been removed. 
Reversed left quotation marks have been flipped—the original reversed 
quotes are now at Unicode 201B & 201F. The OpenType fractions feature now 
supports long numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even 
longer. Deprecated and obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with 
breve have been removed. Reversed left quotation marks are often referred 
to as painter's quotes—while they can be cute, they can cause havoc in some 
languages. They've been replaced with proper quotes. You can still access the 
old, reversed quotes as Unicode 201B & 201F. Fixed overlapping accent on ô. 

2021-07-20

Relish Gargler 3.102 The OpenType fractions feature now supports long numerators and 
denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Deprecated and 
obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have been removed. 
Reversed left quotation marks have been flipped—the original reversed 
quotes are now at Unicode 201B & 201F.

2021-07-20

Saved by Zero 4.104 Reversed left quotation marks have been flipped—the original reversed 
quotes are now at Unicode 201B & 201F. The OpenType fractions feature now 
supports long numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even 
longer.

2021-07-20



Senior Service 5.008 Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser 
compatibility—the characters have decreased in size by 5% which may affect 
appearance in older projects. All characters have have refined outlines and 
new spacing. Alternate A, B, E and X have been removed from the capital 
locations to the Unicode Private Use Area. You access the alternates with the 
OpenType Stylistic Alternates feature of Stylistic Sets #1 and #2. Punctuation 
and mathematical symbols have been completely replaced. Accents have 
been redesigned and more languages are supported. The OpenType fractions 
feature now supports long numerators and denominators such as 13/64, 
199/200 or even longer. Primes, also known as foot and inch marks have been 
added at Unicode 2032 and 2033. Word space widened.

2021-07-20

Should've 
Known

5.108 Shaded version was pointless and has been discontinued. Reversed left 
quotation marks have been flipped—the original reversed quotes are now at 
Unicode 201B & 201F. The ellipsis character (…) was too wide and has been 
changed to a more reasonable width. Vertical metrics have been adjusted to 
improve cross-browser compatibility—the characters have decreased in size 
by 5% which may affect appearance in older projects. Spacing and kerning 
has been replaced. Some characters have been redesigned. Added OpenType 
fractions, numeric ordinals, math symbols and more language support.

2021-07-20

Triac 71 4.207 An inconsistency between the width of the space character and the non-
breaking space character has been repaired. Reversed left quotation marks 
have been flipped—the original reversed quotes are now at Unicode 201B & 
201F. The fi and fl ligatures were superfluous and have been removed.

2021-07-20

Y2K Bug 4.003 A complete rebuild. All spacing and kerning has been replaced. Accents have 
been redesigned and languages expanded. Opentype fractions are now 
included. Current monetary symbols have been added.

2021-07-20

Yonder Recoil 4.103 The OpenType fractions feature now supports long numerators and 
denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Reversed left quotation 
marks have been flipped—the original reversed quotes are now at Unicode 
201B & 201F. The space between double quotes has been reduced. Original 
1997 versions of A, E, I, C, M, N, U, W, 7 & 1 are included as OpenType stylistic 
alternates or stylistic set #1—accented versions included. Deprecated and 
obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have been removed.

2021-07-20

Zero Hour 4.103 The OpenType fractions feature now supports long numerators and 
denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Deprecated and 
obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have been removed. 
Reversed left quotation marks have been flipped—the original reversed 
quotes are now at Unicode 201B & 201F.

2021-07-20

Zorque 4.102 The OpenType fractions feature now supports long numerators and 
denominators such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Deprecated and 
obsolete characters such as L with dot and E with breve have been removed. 
Reversed left quotation marks have been flipped—the original reversed 
quotes are now at Unicode 201B & 201F.

2021-07-20

Mikadan 3.102 Kerning has been adjusted. The design of the left quotation marks has been 
changed. Combining accents have been added. More Cyrillic languages are 
supported. Some Cyrillic characters have been redesigned.

2021-08-22

Scrubby 2.103 The ellipsis character (…) was too wide and has been changed to a more 
reasonable width. The OpenType "swash" feature has been updated so they 
can now be accessed using OpenType stylistic set #1; this lets you access 
fancy overhanging versions of k, n, w, m, h, r, y and v. Alternate characters 
have now been assigned Private Use Area (PUA) Unicode values: this means 
the alternate characters will show up in a glyphs panel or character map so 
you can select them manually. To turn off the automatic substitutions, turn off 
your application's "ligatures" feature.

2021-08-27



Dream Orphans 5.002 Added support for more Latin-based languages. Vertical metrics have been 
adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility—the characters have 
decreased in size which may affect appearance in older projects. The 
OpenType fractions feature now supports long numerators and denominators 
such as 13/64, 199/200 or even longer. Primes, also known as foot and inch 
marks have been added at Unicode 2032 and 2033. Outlines have been 
refined; there were errors in some curves which may have caused minor 
graphic problems in some applications. Spurs were removed from T and thin 
horizontals have been slightly thickened in Regular and Italic. Spacing has 
been adjusted slightly. Kerning has been improved.

2021-10-01

Knuckle Down 5.002 Capital letters have been added and some characters have been redesigned. 
Vertical metrics have been adjusted to improve cross-browser compatibility. 
Height of lowercase f has been raised to ascender height to avoid confusion 
with lowercase r...the original f is available as an OpenType stylistic alternate. 
Accents have been redesigned. Lowercase i and j dots have been raised. An 
OpenType fractions feature has been added. Spacing and kerning has been 
replaced.

2021-10-12
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